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What’s in a Family Name?

Almost everyone from the beginning of history has had a name. Almost all names have
meanings. Family names have come to us in various ways. Some have grown out of a person’s
surroundings (Lake, Wood, Stone, etc.), an ancestor’s name (Robertson, Johnson, etc.),
or a person’s job. All the names below were once associated with a trade or profession.
Choose the family name suggested by each occupation and complete the puzzle.

ACROSS
1. A maker of arrows
2. A metal worker
6. A maker of cloth
7. A traveler or pilgrim
8. A person who prepares food for eating
11. A lathe operator
12. A farmer
13. A person who brews malt liquor
14. One who deals in textiles
17. One who steers a ship
18. One who makes leather from hides
20. One employed in a large household or estate
21. A mill keeper

DOWN
2. One who sells candles
4. A person who builds with stone or brick
5. A roofer
7. A weaver of cloth
9. One who is learning a trade

10. A knife maker
15. A person who makes barrels
16. A bookkeeper
19. An administrative official
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Indian Life

I. izame 
aneco 
tepytor 
liqul 
hedisl 

A foolish bedcover: a 

II. thu 
karb 
obeda 
epete 
anogh 
delgo 

The opposite of cool and collected: 

III. owb 
viqeru 
wulgnob 
prase 
rawor 
vartsio 

An unafraid Indian warrior: a 

IV. amepincm  
cansomic 
mahnas 
telamuc 
dorug 
virels 

How a sick firefly might glow: with a 

All of the scrambled words have to do with Native American life. Unscramble each word
in the space provided. Then arrange the circled letters to answer the riddle.
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Person, Place, or Thing

Write the common noun that correctly names each proper noun in the puzzle. On the line
after each clue, write if it is a person, place, or thing.

ACROSS
1. Amazon place
3. Pinta 
8. Mars 

10. Zeus 
12. Arctic
13. Cincinnati
15. Sahara
17. October
18. Tahoe
19. Hernando Cortez
21. Australia

DOWN
2. Thomas Alva Edison 
4. Thanksgiving 
5. Theodore Roosevelt 
6. France 
7. Omar Bradley
9. Lassie
11. Caribbean
14. The Constitution
16. Florida
20. The Bible




